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This paper proposes the use of helical ports as a means of improving the current upper
limit of reported hybrid rocket regression rates and therefore the range of potential hybrid
rocket applications. An accessible, low-cost method of producing paraffin-based hybrid rocket
fuel grains for lab-scale use is demonstrated, whereby vacuum degassed, blackened paraffin
is cast into a range of additively manufactured acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene (ABS) molds.
A test system and gaseous oxygen fed hybrid rocket motor has been developed to test the
resultant fuel grains. Preliminary results are reported for cast paraffin and ABS fuel grains,
including reconstructed regression-time histories and hot-fire observations. Further
combinations of paraffin fuels and additive manufacturing processes are proposed.
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universal gas constant, J/mol/K
molecular weight, kg/mol
oxidiser mass flux, kg/m2-sec
characteristic velocity, m/s
discharge coefficient
fuel and oxidiser mass flow rate, g/s
combustion efficiency
number of rotations
density, kg/m2
temperature, K

II. Introduction
A. Advantages

H

YBRID rocket motors potentially offer an assortment of advantages when compared with their liquid and solid
counterparts, including simplified throttling, reduced cost, and improved safety [1]. Their plumbing could utilize
half as many components as equivalent liquid fuel systems, while avoiding hard starts and transport hazards. Interest
has recently grown in improving hybrid motors’ Technology Readiness Level (TRL) due to their promise as “market
disruptive” [2] satellite and CubeSat boosters in the range of 20–100N [2-4]. At a larger scale, the current development
of the hybrid Mars Ascent Vehicle (MAV) system is actively improving hybrid TRLs. A key uncertainty in the
performance of paraffin fuels was resolved this past year, as both 80 and 90 s burns were separately demonstrated [5]
[6] using novel oxidizers such as MON-3 and HTP. Although implementation barriers are higher at larger scales, trade
studies show promise for upper stage hybrids, with up to 40% payload increase predicted for motors impulse-matched
to Orion 38 [7]. Finally, other efforts have recently developed novel hybrid ignition methods, including hypergolic,
laser, and electrical arc-based techniques [3, 8-11].
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B. Outlook
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Five key factors of space-access are cost, safety, simplicity, reliability, and environmental impact [12]. Each can
potentially be improved upon with an effective hybrid system. The costs of preliminary launch systems are a key
hurdle for new launch providers and emerging nations beginning to develop their space program. If successful
development of satellite hybrid propulsion systems is achieved, the improved characterization and understanding of
hybrid systems involved could create a cascade of applications with increasing scale, therefore increasing access to
space. As scale and L* increase, so will combustion efficiency, which is often a weak performance parameter [13]. If
this occurs, regression rates will likely remain the primary factor limiting broad adoption. In 1997, a progress report
from researchers at Pratt and Whitney indicated that the use of hybrid rocket motors in early launch stages would
ideally involve creating a 12x improvement over standard HTPB regression rates when compared with the low L/D
ratio Castor-120 motor [14]. Current efforts range from a well-characterized 3x improvement over standard HTPB
systems, seen with paraffin fuels, helical ports, and swirl injection, to preliminary studies combining techniques with
amplification factors up to 5x.
C. Research goals
This research intends to add to the body of similar work testing additively manufactured hybrid fuels at lab-scales,
with the hope of demonstrating an applicable configuration for larger scale propulsion systems. I suggest that the
increased skin friction and reduced radial blowing effect created by helical ports [15] will in turn increase droplet
entrainment rates [16]. In addition, increased oxidizer turbulence and port residence times are predicted to improve
combustion efficiency. Previous works involving paraffin and FDM manufactured plastic substrates have been
attempted with variable success, finding incomplete combustion [17] and marginal regression rate enhancement [18].
This research aims to instead use the printed structure as an intermediate component of the paraffin grain manufacture
process, allowing helical fuel grains to be produced without adding procedural complexity.

III. Method of Approach
D. Grain Production

Fig. 1 (L) Centrifugal and (R) Plunger-Pressurized Casting Apparatus
Two casting methods were developed, centrifugal and plunger-based. Due to limited access to machining
resources, both systems were largely produced using FDM processes, demonstrating the technologies’ versatility and
accessibility in producing specialized systems. A vertical centrifuge capable of sustained spinning at 800 RPM was
created. Although centrifugal casting is a well-established technique [19], the apparatus produced a visible gradient
of carbon black density and inconsistent voids along the central axis of high pitch helical grains. An alternate plungeroperated system was built, based on the technique proposed and used by Bernard Geneviève in the UKZN hybrid
sounding rocket program [20]. Calibrated springs were used to provide constant pressure on the wax as it cooled while
accommodating wax shrinkage. A pressure of 5 bar (abs.) was chosen to limit the risk of damaging plastic components.
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Fig. 2 CAD Model of Short Configuration Fuel Grain Mold
ABS exhibits a glass transition at 105ºC, whereas the paraffin wax used, Kerax® 1303, was seen to melt between
74ºC and 76ºC via ASTM D 127. This discrepancy allowed for paraffin to be cast into ABS molds. Molds were
modeled in Autodesk® Fusion 360™ and printed with a Prusa MK3 i3 desktop printer. As injector and pre-combustion
chamber flow patterns have been demonstrated to have substantial impact on observed regression rates [21], the helix
was modelled with centered and axially aligned fore and aft ports. The ‘smoothest’ radial scaling function with this
characteristic was selected on the basis of the maximum port diameter that did not return self-intersection errors.
Added design features included a temporary upper section to support and seal the port during casting, counter-rotating
ridges along the inner mold surface to prevent paraffin debonding, and pre-combustion chamber alignment inserts.
The high pitch ratio, short configuration design is shown in Fig. 2.

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 3 Helical and Straight Port Molds (a). Final Helical Paraffin Port (b).
Excess Post-Cast Wax Section (c)
To ensure ABS molds were pressure tight, 10 ml of acetone-ABS slurry was poured into the casting void and
vigorously shaken. Kerax 1303 paraffin was mixed with 1% carbon black, then melted and degassed in a commercial
vacuum chamber for 15 minutes before being poured into casting molds. Plunger-pressurized casts were set to cool in
an oven preheated to 85º C over 5 hours. Preliminary observations and dissection of fuel grains indicate high fidelity
casts which even retain the printed molds’ fine surface features. Although plunger casting at 10 bar has been
demonstrated to produce adequately homogenous fuels [22], paraffin regression rates are remarkably variable between
preparation process and composition, so more analytical assessment into the procedures’ impact on material properties
and viability at scale is necessary. After casting, the excess wax seen in Fig 3c is machined off to reveal the ABSfilled port. The central ABS mandrel was configured to be “burnable” as is, but was instead filled with acetone and
dissolved to reduce uncertainty in firing results. The resultant port is shown in Fig. 3b.
As a means of initial assessment, radiographic scans were taken of a fuel grain which had been deliberately cast
without plunger pressurization, seen in Fig. 4c. Additional scans were taken of helical test specimen 2-1 (Fig. 4a,b),
revealing a well-preserved port structure. By comparison between the two samples, the process seems to mitigate
against internal stress-fractures, though more validation is needed.
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Fig. 4 X-Ray Scans of Cast Helical Fuel Grains (a,b).
Fuel Grain Cast Without Plunger Apparatus (c).
E. Helical Parameterization
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Fig. 5 Helical Cross-Section at 𝒓𝒉𝒆𝒍𝒊𝒙 = 1 (L) and
CAD-Modeled Port Expansion (R)

Previous efforts into helical-port hybrid rockets
have recognized a phenomenon in which tubular
helixes ‘coil up’ and approach a cylindrical shape as
their cross-sectional radius increases beyond a certain
value [16]. This poses a challenge for designers of
helical-port fuel grains, as it results in a noncomputable CAD-model at the point where the
parametric surface of a tubular helix begins to selfintersect- once Eq. 4 is satisfied. This restricts proper
characterization of helical fuel characteristics for large
aspect-ratio burns, as there is no known closed-form
function for a self-intersecting helix’s volume in terms
of its radius. Further, the surface will continue to
recursively self-intersect as the radius grows. The
typical function for a helical volume is Eq. 3, defined
by the product of port area and helical path length. To
assess inaccuracy of this model in the domain of over
expanded helical ports, a parametric solution for the
cross-sectional border of a helix was calculated. The
outermost intersection was numerically solved
allowing for the creation of a discretized mesh surface
in Mathematica whose area (𝐴C (𝑟9:;< )) is well
defined for all port radii (Fig. 5). The helical volume
can then be calculated by L*𝐴C (𝑟9:;< ), which matches
the value of Eq. 3 to within 0.1%

Fig. 6 Relative error of Helical Volume Calculated
by Eq. 3 and Actual Volume (by Discretization)
(likely attributable to floating point and mesh errors)
in the well-defined region. Relative error of the two
methods is presented (Fig. 6) to demonstrate the
domain under which computationally intensive mesh
discretization may be avoided. Fortunately, the grains
used in this study maintained radii with peak error
< 3%, so Eq. 3 will be applied from this point onward.
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F. Test System Development

Fig. 7 (L) Lab Scale Motor Scheme and (R) Simplified P&ID of Preliminary Test System
An instrumented GOX-based test system and 40N hybrid rocket motor has been developed to characterize the
54mm diameter fuels. Nozzle and injector design specifications are optimised for 150psi chamber pressure. A choking
injector was chosen to ensure a steady oxidizer mass flow rate and to decouple chamber instabilities. The orifice
diameter was drilled to 1.6mm, with conical inlet to improve Cd and promote recirculation. To ensure the predicted
low oxidiser to fuel ratios did not excessively affect performance and regression analysis, a shorter “B” grain
configuration was produced, shown in Fig. 4. Manufacturing constraints lead to final selection of a COTS motor casing
and enclosure (Pro54®-2G). Motor and test-stand design were based on the successful ProX® / flexural plate systems
deployed by Whitmore et al at Utah State University [2, 3, 10].
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Measurement apparatus include OMEGAPXM309 pressure transducers recording both
upstream and chamber pressure, a 245N s-beam load
cell for thrust, and type K thermocouples mounted on
the chamber casing and pressure tap pipe. A custom
venturi flow-meter was also built to aid calibration and
regression rate reconstruction. In addition, thrust
measurements were calibrated for losses from the test
stand prior to each test campaign.
The test system is capable of oxidizer mass flow
rates approximately ranging between 7.5 g/s and 20
g/s, depending on fuel configuration and desired
thrust. The orifice and venturi flow-meter discharge
coefficients were calibrated in cold flow tests using a
gas cylinder scale and the one-dimensional equation
for ideal choked flow, shown in Eq. 5.

Fig. 8 Assembled Test System Pre-Firing
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IV.Preliminary Results and Discussion
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G. Test Firings
Three test campaigns were successfully carried out
between January and June 2019, producing workable
sensor data and validating motor design and
manufacture. Both a venturi and a pneumatic-cylinder
operated run valve have been added to the test system
following January testing and issues of upstream
pressure droop and partial leakage from the system
relief valve have since been resolved. The system is
now producing remarkably clean pressure and thrust
traces, as seen in Fig.10
Tests 0-0 and 0-1 were unable to be used for
regression reconstruction as the ABS used in test 0-0
was found to have been printed at partial infill, and test
0-1 lacked accurate upstream pressure readings from
which to derive oxygen mass flow.
Ongoing efforts in improving the test system will
focus on replacing the current pyrotechnic ignition
system and the addition of a nitrogen purge loop to
prevent residual burning.

Fig. 9 Plume Variation in Straight Port Paraffin
Hot-Fire 0-1

a)

b)
Fig. 10 (a) Raw Upstream, Chamber Pressure, and Thrust Traces (test 2-3).
(b) Chamber Pressure and Calculated Oxygen Mass Flow Rate (test 2-0).
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Table 1. Test Measurements
Test
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0-0
0-1
1-0
1-1
2-0
2-1
2-2
2-3

L, cm
8.78
14.18
13.53
14.22
14.221
7.995
7.921
7.699

ri , cm
0.85
0.40
0.425
0.452
0.453
0.465
0.471
0.568

P̅c, bar
14.037
12.589
11.159
sensor
failure

11.569
12.477
9.587
13.208

a)

_thrust, N
𝑭

Δmf, g

46.91
41.13
36.76
42.49
39.80
43.56
33.24
46.60

82.61
65.97
83.45
112.39
48.38
26.32
34.31
35.63

_̇ 𝒐𝒙 , g/s
𝒎
oxidizer
leak

11.622
11.957
12.163
12.487
13.061
10.792
13.411

b)

tburn, s

N rh / rp

(30% P̅c)

Pitch Ratio, Φ

6.48
5.85
4.10
12.99
6.29
1.46
3.18
2.26

0
0
1.5
3
0
3
0
2

Fuel Grain
Paraffin
ABS*
Paraffin
ABS
ABS
Paraffin
Paraffin
Paraffin

c)

Fig. 11 Post-Burn Helical Port (b). Residual Paraffin Film in Pre-Combustion Chamber (a,c)
CFD modelling of conical axial injection schemes indicates significant pre- and post-combustion chamber
recirculation patterns [21]. Fig. 11(b,c) shows a thin paraffin film that was found to coat the inner surfaces of the precombustion chamber, indicating a substantial recirculation zone and fuel mixing. However, a notable challenge for
large scale paraffin-based hybrid rocket motors was also observed in post-test paraffin specimens, which began to
pool liquid paraffin as heat radiated from the surrounding chamber after motor shutdown.
H. Equilibrium & Reconstruction
Chemical equilibrium calculations are an important part of both hybrid motor design and test analysis. They are
made possible by understanding both fuel composition and formation enthalpy. Interpolation of reported alkane melt
point values and corresponding carbon numbers resolved a mean paraffin composition of C35H72 [23]. By group
addition the heat of formation was found to be -1651.32 kJ/kg. Previous work on ABS fuels has reported typical mole
fractions of 50% butadiene, 43% acrylonitrile, and 7% styrene, with heat of formation = -1097.42kJ/kg [10].
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In 1999, Wernimont et al [24] proposed a reconstruction technique to iteratively model scaled regression-time
histories from chamber pressure traces and chemical equilibrium calculations. These techniques have since been
improved on and made robust against non-convergence [25] [26]. Following from the arrangement used by Whitmore
et al, three-dimensional tables of cubic-spline interpolated chemical equilibrium parameters have been prepared for
the expected range of chamber pressures and O/F values using the opensource software ProPep. Computation follows
the RT-5 routine developed by Saito et al [26], using chamber pressure traces and oxidizer mass flow rates calculated
by Eq. 5. Eq. 8 is then iteratively computed at varying combustion efficiencies via Python, using the secant method to
minimize error to 2e-8. Regression rate curves can also be OF-corrected via Eq. 11, derived in [27], though they are
presented with the caveat that their space-averaging assumptions have not yet been assessed in helical domains.

Fig. 12 Regression Rate for ABS, Paraffin, and Helical Grains (Without O/F Correction)
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Reconstruction of radius-time histories from fuel
mass flow was calculated using Eq’s. 9 and 10. Eq. 10,
derived from Eq. 3, was implemented for helical
grains to more accurately reflect the component of
oxygen mass flux that is tangential to the helical
surface. However, empirical relationships are also
presented using Eq. 9 for helical grains, as flow is
anticipated to ‘straighten out’ as the port nears a
cylinder. These two curves are expected to help
provide a bound that will remain accurate for a larger
range of scales, Reynolds numbers, and flow rates.
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Table 2. Fitted 𝒓̇ = 𝒂𝑮𝒏𝒐𝒙 Relationships with Bootstrapped 95% Confidence Intervals
Fuel

Φ

O/F avg

acorr (OF = 2.0)

a (raw)

CI +

CI -

n

CI +

CI -

R^2

𝜼𝒄 %

ABS
Paraffin
Paraffin
(Eq.10)
(Eq.11)
Paraffin
Paraffin

0
0
1.5

1.504
1.000
0.597
0.851

3

0.725

0.315
0.425
0.364
0.365
0.707
0.667
0.741
0.745

0.318
0.429
0.368
0.368
0.719
0.686
0.755
0.757

0.312
0.422
0.361
0.361
0.695
0.668
0.726
0.733

0.296
0.501
0.547
0.547
0.444
0.453
0.461
0.458

0.298
0.503
0.550
0.549
0.448
0.456
0.466
0.462

0.293
0.499
0.544
0.544
0.440
0.450
0.457
0.454

0.869
0.978
0.961
0.964
0.933
0.960
0.960
0.967

94
93
80

2

0.325
0.452
0.405
0.407
0.772
0.728
0.823
0.828

8

96
89
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V.Conclusion
A versatile test system, motor, and casting procedure for small-scale helical paraffin fuel grains has been
successfully developed. Preliminary GOX testing has demonstrated substantial regression rate amplification factors
over ABS on the order of 6-7x, even at remarkably low O/F ratios. Regression rates have been presented using Saito
et al’s RT-5 reconstruction routine, with basic modifications made to account for helical port geometry. The exact
relationship between pitch ratio and regression for non-thermoplastic fuels remains unclear, as well as why the paraffin
used in this study started with such a remarkably high regression rate. Nonetheless, these results are promising for the
field of non-standard hybrid fuels and specifically for those grains produced by additive processes which allow for
greater tailoring and refinement of performance parameters than might be found with fuel composition alone.
Follow-on work will investigate helical grain production for higher O/F ratio mid-scale wax hybrids and semianalytical modelling of burn behavior. Current print-bed limitations indicate a multi-segmented structure will be
required if additively manufactured molds continue being used. Larger scale stacked paraffin slabs have shown
promising results in hot-firings [28], indicating that this approach could be successful.
The ProJet HD3500 Multi Jet Modeling printer is an alternate manufacturing option, having successfully produced
fuel grains composed of Visijet® S300 wax [29]. Three proposals are suggested for Multi Jet Modeled wax grains.
First, the ‘dry towel’ channels used in end-burning hybrid rocket motors could be adapted for radial burning designs
to either carry unburnt oxidizer into the post-combustion chamber, or be modified to produce vorticial flow along the
fuel port [30] [31]. Finally, two separately characterized fuels can be combined with a variable local mixture ratio
dependent on axial distance and radius, creating uniform longitudinal regression and minimizing O/F shift.

VI.Appendix

𝐶⃗(𝑡) = {𝑟- 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝐾𝑡) , 𝑟- 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝐾𝑡) , 𝑡}

(12)
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Fig. 13 Angular Deviation from Normal Vector to
Outermost Helical Self-Intersection
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(16)

A helical surface may be parameterized by a coil (Eq. 12) and a circle drawn on the plane formed by its
corresponding unit normal and binormal vectors. (Eq’s 13,14). The intersection of this helical surface function (Eq.
15) with the 𝑥, 𝑦 plane was found to produce a semi limaçon-shaped curve which is described by Eq. 16 and whose
outermost boundary is shown in Fig. 5. The first intersection point of the helical surface was found to occur at the
•⃗ to 𝜃 = 𝜋, (≠ 𝜋) which was resolved with Newton’s method using
closest zero of the binormal (y) component of 𝑄
seed 𝑟9 (plotted in Fig. 13). Eq. 16 may then be made into a discretizable surface by parameterizing in terms of 𝑟9 and
𝜑, allowing for the calculation of general helical volumes described in section III.E.
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